The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
I suffer from health problems due to the toxic levels of radiofrequency radiation in our country (a.k.a
electrosmog); we are exposed to 100 million times more background RF radiation today than our
grandparents were. Please make America a safer place – namely:
1. Repeal Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which prohibits municipalities from
refusing installation of wireless facilities on the grounds of human or environmental health. Since
being enacted, local governments have had very little say and control in the siting process.
2. Lower the FCC safety limits: Our current safety standards are outdated as thousands of peerreviewed scientific studies have proven that there are biological implications in humans, animals,
and the environment at levels up to 10,000 lower than those currently allowed by the FCC. We
propose lowering the limit for RF radiation emissions from 10,000 mW/m2 to 1 mW/m2 or lower.
3. Ban cell phone usage among children. Many European countries have already banned Wi-Fi and
cell phones in schools. Given that those who begin using cell phones before the age of twenty are
five times more likely to develop malignant brain tumors throughout their lifetime, we should be
controlling the use of wireless technologies the same way we limit tobacco, drugs, and alcohol.
4. Impose a smart-meter ban: Smart-meters allow utilities to fire their meter-readers, even though
thousands of these meters have caught fire. Utilities can now collect our electrical usage data and sell
it to third-parties – an outright violation of our 4th Amendment Rights! Furthermore, smart-meters
pollute homes with dirty electricity and emit carcinogenic RF pulses up to tens of thousands of times
per day, causing headaches, heart palpitations, and tinnitus. Hundreds have fled their homes and now
live as refugees, sleeping in their cars. Even though we have the right, by law, to keep our analog
meters and no law mandates smart-meters, utilities are vigorously deploying them and disconnecting
those who refuse them.
5. Ban Wi-Fi in schools. Millions of children experience “Wi-Fi allergies” on a daily basis. We don’t
allow children to take drugs, drink beer, or smoke, so why should we be microwaving them with a
Class 2B carcinogen? We can have 21st century learning, but we can do it by hardwiring computers
with Ethernet cables, which are faster, more reliable, and more secure.
6. Establish “white zones” throughout the US. If you take a look at cell phone coverage maps, you’ll
find hardly any white spots left. That’s why we need to act now and establish designated areas
throughout the United States where the use of wireless technologies is severely restricted.
7. Remove barriers to buy incandescent light-bulbs. CFL light-bulbs emit UV radiation and cause
many of the same health implications as RF radiation. LED bulbs are also problematic.
8. Recognize electromagnetic hypersensitivity as a valid disability. EHS is a valid disability
diagnosis in Sweden and this disability affects approximately 3% of the US population.
Those of us suffering from being exposed to toxic levels of electromagnetic radiation have been
living in unimaginable pain – forgotten, neglected, abused and ridiculed – for decades; nobody is helping us,
or understands this disability. We are fleeing our homes and jobs, and the numbers afflicted keep rising.
Please do not forget us. Please stick to your promise and fight for all of us.
Please make America Great Again,
EMF Sufferer

